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Lesson objectives

▪  Introduce the concept of futures and forward contracts. 

▪ Consider differences between futures and forwards. 

▪ Analyze futures and forwards  payoffs and cash flows.

▪  Consider examples of cash flow engineering with 
futures  and forwards. 



Introduction 
▪ Forward and future contracts represent one of the basic 

types of financial derivatives.  

▪ Both futures and forwards can fix the future selling or 
buying price which allows to use them for arbitraging 
hedging  and pricing purposes.

▪ In both cases counterparties commit to buy or sell the 
asset. 

▪ However, futures  differ from forwards in terms of 
flexibility, cash flows calculation, counterparty risk etc.



Futures vs forwards 

FUTURES FORWARDS
Traded on exchanges

Regulated

Standardized, highly 
liquid

Low counterparty risk

Initial margin payment

Marked-to-market daily 

OTC

Customized

No initial payment

High counterparty risk

Unregulated
Net gain/loss at expiration



Example of commodity futures 
contract

▪ NYMEX crude oil futures with delivery in Dec 2008 traded 
in Sep 12  2008  at a price $101.18 per barrel. 

a) 1000 barrels for each contract 
c) Initial margin: $ 4050
d) Maintenance margin : $3000 
e) Contract price: 0
f) Buyer has a “long” position 
g) Seller has a “short” position 



Futures contract mechanism 1

▪ Example: futures contract for 1000 ounces of gold  
concluded on Dec 12 with expiration on Dec 15

▪ Agreed price : $500/oz

▪ Dec 12 settlement: $495 

▪ Dec 13 settlement: $491

▪ Dec 14 settlement : $497

▪ Dec 15 settlement: $498



Futures contract mechanism 
2
Dec 12                        
                                      $5/oz             $5/oz                        

Dec 13
                                     $4/oz              $4/oz  
Dec 14
                                    $6/oz               $6/oz  

Dec 15 (delivery)                       $498/oz

                                                          1000 oz  

Buyer CH Seller

Buyer SellerCH

Buyer CH Seller

Buyer Seller



Forward contract definition 

▪  

Seller

SellerBuyer

Buyer



Payoff diagram for forward 
contract; Long position

▪  



Types of forward and future 
contracts

▪ Forwards on interest rates
▪ Forwards on currencies
▪ Futures on commodities
▪ Futures on loans and deposits 
▪ Futures and forwards on stocks and stock indices
▪ Futures contracts on interest rate swaps
▪ Futures contacts  on volatility indices 



Cash flows comparison: Futures vs 
forwards

▪  



Forward and futures prices

▪ Forward and futures contract prices can be derived from 
spot market prices based on no arbitrage principles.

▪ Let’s consider crude oil forwards contract for instance. 

▪ Convenience yield is defined as the amount of benefit 
associated with physically owning a particular good 
instead of owning futures contract for that good.



Forward and futures prices 
2
▪  



Forward and futures prices 
3▪  



Forward and futures prices 
4
▪  



Synthetic instrument 
concept
▪ Financial instruments can be visualized as bundles of cash 

flows, which allows to trade cash flows that with different 
characteristics and different risks.

▪ Using financial engineering methods we analyze cash 
flows generated by an instrument during the lifetime of its 
contract. 

▪ Then , using other more liquid financial instruments, the 
portfolio that replicates these cash flows exactly is formed.

    This portfolio is called replacing portfolio or synthetic.



Forward loan 

▪  



    Forward loan importance

▪ Forward loan is successfully used in the following 
cases:

a)  Business wants to lock the current low borrowing 
rate .

b) Banks want to lock the current “high” lending rate.

c) A business will face a liability depending on floating 
rate at a future date and wants to hedge against the risk 
by a future loan with known cost. 



Cash flows diagram  

▪  



Cash flows diagram 2  

▪  



 Synthetic or replacing portfolio 
using bonds

▪  



Synthetic or replacing portfolio 
using bonds 2

▪  



Synthetic or replacing portfolio using 
bonds 3

▪  



Synthetic using money market 
instrument

▪  



Contractual equations 

▪ Bond synthetic  contractual equation
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▪ Money market synthetic  contractual equation
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Forward rate agreement  

▪  



Contractual equations 

▪  

Buying a FRA 
  

Buying a FRA   

 


